
Port Adelaide Bicycle User Group

Response to Tennyson Dunes Coast Park Concept Report
The Port Adelaide Bicycle User Group (PortAdBug) has been involved in consultation processes for the Coast Park path well since it's 
beginning some three years ago.  We believe we have a good understanding of the views of most stakeholders.

Our principal requirements are that a path through the Tennyson dunes be functional, safe and connected:

• Functional because the path has multiple uses.  The path acts as a conduit between other sections of the Coast Park to the north 

and south and also as a means of access to the facilities and attractions for park users.

• Safe because all park users must be able to use the path without risk of injury.

• Connected because the path is an integral part of a wider coastal park network

Many other design elements of this proposal will potentially have a significant consequence on the safe operation of the “discovery trail” 
besides merely considerations of what alignment it follows. We request an opportunity to be consulted as relevant stakeholders in 
relation to the design and construction concepts of the “discovery trail” once alignment has been determined. 

Background

Many members of our group are also active members of conservation and environmental organisations and have contributed literally 
thousands of hours of personal time to those causes. 

The Coast Park concept which seems to work quite successfully over the 50km of path constructed to date is one of sharing between 
users.

We acknowledge that the Tennyson Dunes area is unique on the metropolitan coast, and would like to thank the Tennyson Dunes Group 
for sharing their insights with members of our group.  We anticipate that a properly managed path will increase dune visitors and 
consequently provide an opportunity to broaden public knowledge and support for the importance of the Tennyson Dunes. 

Our thoughts

We are appreciative of the view that a shared use path of a width used in built up areas will potentially intrude on and perhaps damage 
areas of significant vegetation, and that in some sections, for example long straight sections will not be conducive to quiet enjoyment of 
the dunes.

Paths through any natural environment are likely to have a number of deleterious effects including:

• Damage ( inadvertent or other wise) to existing vegetation.

• Litter accumulation

• Fragmentation

• Weed introduction

• Disturbance of local fauna.

As the pathway becomes known we expect user numbers both spending time within the pathway and dune reserve to increase.  We are 
concerned that traffic estimates don't appear to been used in determining the design.. If a narrow path is routed through sensitive areas 
then the possibility of increasing the width at some future time is constrained.

The very nature of a shared use path implies that different users will travel at different speeds.  3 kph is generally regarded as a 
moderate walking pace.  Children learn very early that the key to bicycle stability is maintaining a sufficient forward speed. The minimum 
speed for untrained users is ~ 6kph ( which we understand is less than jogging speed).  We anticipate that low and potentially unsafe 
speeds, particularly for children are likely whenever speed are low, particularly when overtaking manoeuvres are undertaken, levels of 
congestion are high and confidence is low.

Optimal and appropriate pathway widths are always a balance between the potential for environmental harm, safety for all, and 
allowance for adequate speeds.

Our solution

As discussed in our initial suggestion forwarded in March 2016, we recommend  consideration be given at least to provision of an 
additional pathway option avoiding the most sensitive areas of dune and providing bicycle users in particular with safer, more direct 
options. We recommended two additional ‘parallel’ pathways skirting the dune boundaries through the car park areas.

With further discussions amongst BUG members we have identified a second solution, namely to route the main Coastal Path well away 
from environmentally sensitive areas and where possible hug park boundaries.  Should DEWNR wish to upgrade and provide interpretive 
signage to the existing north-south paths through the dunes (i.e. sections F – K and O-R on the concept plans) these could be designed, as in other 
popular conservation parks, for high numbers of pedestrians including those using mobility devices. 

This strategy for the Coastal Path through this sensitive area would:

• Mostly confine the path to park buffer zones – an interface designed to manage outside intrusion

• Eliminate any possibility of environmental harm in critical areas

• Allow more functional path widths that are sufficient to safely cope with differing user speeds.



• Allow sufficient space for interpretative centres and signage to be established in the main dune areas without causing congestion.

Specific comments – design widths

The concept's report width recommendations are:

An Appropriate Path Width for the Coast Park Tennyson Dunes

The ‘tread’ is defined by the finished surface that users will walk or ride on. In summary, the following strategies will be adopted for the Coast Park shared-use path:

• The minimum path tread will be 1.5m at choke points, where undulating terrain occurs or in areas where there is high quality vegetation, and only where sightlines 
permit.

• Path tread will range from 1.8m-2.4m typically.

• 1.8m width in medium undulating terrain with high quality/ sensitive vegetation.

• Up to 2.4m in passing areas 

• 2.5m-3m wide path tread in degraded/modified sites or road reserves/council verges.

• Passing/ pullover areas will be at distances of 30-50m centres. They will be approximately 10m long and allow for a total width including the path of 3.5m. These may 
include a seat and interpretation where applicable.

• Infrastructure (i.e. signage/ seating) to be limited and minimal in design and materiality.  Seating nodes are to be rationalised and occur only in already cleared/ 
degraded zones.

• Low vegetation only next to paths and curved sections to maintain sightlines. Revegetation to consider set-backs and allow for mature growth of species (without 
pruning).

• Tread texturing at intersections to create slow points.

A width of 1.5m or the use of choke points is not acceptable along any of the main route through the Tennyson Dunes.  Our view is that a 
1.5 m path barely allows sufficient space to allow wheelchairs (design width 750mm) to pass without deviating from the path.  Bicycles 
with 650mm handle bars will need to slow to a unsafe speed in order to pass with reasonable clearance. 

A 1.8m width is an improvement but in our view the risk of collision is unacceptably high for inexperienced bicycle users, particularly 
children.  Design widths of this nature should not be used on the main path

Routing

B vs C

Prefer C as it minimises intrusion into the broader dune area

F-J

Our view is that the path should avoid this extremely valuable section of the dunes completely by closing sections FGHIJ and routing the 



path down the city side of the dune face, along the carpark boundary, and then climb to meet the proposed section K of the coastal path. 
We acknowledge that traversing the ~ 9m slope will require some form of zig-zag course, and is likely to be initially more expensive, but 
will preserve the integrity of the most valuable section of the dunes in perpetuity.

K vs L

We support section K adjacent to residential development which is currently a functioning path as it will minimise fragmentation of the 
dune area

Section N

Support this route which hugs the park boundaries and minimises fragmentation.

Section KMNQR

We favour the demolition and rehabilitation of route OR, instead using the easterly rout defined by KMNQR, which will maximise the The 
group could not decide between NPR and NQR – two views prevailed

• NQR was potentially an attractive route which maximised the amount of undisturbed dune area and took advantage of the shade 

and vegetative contrast provided by the tall shrubland proposed in the department's rehabilitation plan1. 

• NPR was a more direct route, avoided negotiating slopes and undulating ground 

1Cordingley, S. P. and Petherick, C. E., 2006, Vegetation Management Plan Tennyson Dune Reserve, Urban Forest Biodiversity Program, Adelaide – p26

Section T,W,Z, Bb, Hh, Jj, Ll

This section is particularly critical due to the relatively narrow width of the dunes at this point. Consequently we support this route as it  
reduces park fragmentation.


